
Despite the benefits gained from family planning (reduce
poverty, reduce risk of HIV/AIDS, improve maternal and child
health) some policy makers remain skeptical. Many of these
reservations come from questions of abortion’s place in
discussing women’s sexual and reproductive health.
However, FP services reduce abortions, by preventing
unplanned pregnancies and empower families to grow in safe
and healthy ways. Highlighting initiatives supported by local
faith leaders, reinforcing messages from health care profes-
sionals, can reduce the skepticism of FP services. This allows
policy makers to make decisions impacting family planning
based on facts and data, not conjecture.
Key messages:
� Explain what language is most palatable and culturally

appropriate to use and be understood by faith-based
organizations and conservative policy makers in the
United States on family planning.
� Discuss others experiences in speaking with conservative

policy makers in the United States regarding family
planning.

Regulation EU 2017/745 on medical devices –
implementation analysis in Portugal by the
distributors

Helena Vilaça
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The Regulation responds to legislation failures in the European
regulatory framework on medical devices (MD), which in turn
led to public health issues. Two media scandals triggered the
final actions on the elaboration of this EU Regulation, which
was already being thought off in a context of fast MD
development, and on the commitment of member-states to
harmonize legislation in order to better manage resources.
This Regulation is expected to address detected gaps, and
contribute to the protection of European citizens’ health by
ensuring high quality and safety of MD, through advocating
for more transparency, vigilance, and traceability. A technique
to evaluate policies is the implementation analysis, as it links
theory and practice. By understanding it, it is possible to
ascertain if, in fact, the Regulation will contribute, as proposed,
to improve public health. The implementation analysis
framework I developed can be used in other countries affected
by this Regulation, and may even be extrapolated to other
scenarios.
Entry into force 25/05/17.Full application 05/20. This quali-
tative study uses document analysis and semi-structured
interviews to collect data, and literature review to frame the
situation and to study implementation analysis. The questions
are: identify the facilitators and resistance points of the
implementation; explore perceptions of the Portuguese MD
distributors; understand the policy implementation pathway;
and have a picture of the implementation status in Portugal.
The results can be summarized as: implementers are interested
in complying with the Regulation; there is stakeholder
involvement in policy making and throughout the implemen-
tation process; the main points of resistance, difficulties and
the facilitators are identified; and the Regulation is being
implemented according to the timelines.
The public health action brought by the policy is that each
economic operator is an active actor on vigilance and patient
safety across MD lifecycle.
Key messages:
� If we are interested in the extent to which a particular polity

is able to solve the problems with which it is confronted, we
need to study the way in which the law is executed in
practice.

� Focus on the effective implementation of the new regulatory
framework on medical devices to protect patients and
ensure it addresses new and emerging challenges.

The impact of the policy of expanding coverage for 4
major diseases on out-of-pocket payments

Gyeongrim Lee
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In South Korea, Cancers, cardiac disease, cerebrovascular
diseases and rare incurable disease cause high medical expenses
which are putting a heavy burden on the household economy.
They are called ’4 Major Severe Diseases’. The government has
established the plan of Expanding Coverage for Four Major
Severe Diseases. The Policy of Expanding Coverage for the 4
Major Severe Diseases is to apply the necessary medical services
including coverage for uncovered services to national health
insurance payments in stages. This study aims to evaluate the
effects of the policy implemented from 2013 to 2015 by
comparing the changes in the out-of-pocket payments before
and after the policy. Using the data from the Korea Health
Panel(2012, 2016), the policy effect was evaluated by the
Difference-In-Difference analysis. A total of 4,686 patients
(2,343 in 2012 and 2,343 in 2016) were included, who are
enrolled in National Health Insurance, and have at least one
chronic disease. People who are under 20 years old were
excluded. In addition, severity of disease was adjusted by
CCI(Charson’s comorbidity index). Compared to before the
policy was implemented, the Out-of-pocket payments sig-
nificantly decreased. In addition, there were significant
differences in gender, types of health care system, disabled,
economic activity, income level, and CCI. According to
previous studies, the policy of Expanding health insurance
coverage since 2005 has been criticized for its low effectiveness.
However, It is revealed that the Policy of Expanding Coverage
for 4 Major Severe Diseases has an effect in this study. Given
that the policy needs time to work, this study showed the effect
of the policy more comprehensively compared to previous
studies evaluating the effectiveness for just one year.
Key messages:
� Due to the Policy of Expanding Coverage for 4 Major Severe

Diseases, the out-of-pocket health expenditure were reduced
in the policy group.
� Given that the policy needs time to work, this study has

shown more comprehensive results than previous studies
that evaluated the effect of policy carried out over a short
period.

Advancing in the institutionalization of Evidence-
Informed Policy in Brazil

Sandra Oliveira
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EVIPNet Brazil was launched in 2007, coordinated by the
Ministry of Health. Its expansion has promoted the institu-
tionalization of a national knowledge translation platform, and
has also been active at the local level. Local Health Evidence
Labs were implemented to institucionalize working groups
linked to EVIPNet. In this multiple case study, we discuss the
advances in the institutionalization of Evidence-Informed
Policy-making in Brazil, based on a mapping of the Health
Evidence Labs’ institutional capacity to acquire, evaluate, adapt
and apply evidence and analyzed organizational arrangements
and implementation barriers. The coordinators of 15
responded to a self-assessment questionnaire from the
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Canadian Health Services Research Foundation. The main
products reported are evidence briefs and deliberative
dialogues focused on regional problems, training activities
and different kinds of rapid responses. Health Evidence Labs
have the resources to acquire and evaluate research evidence,
but have a low capacity to adapt and apply evidence, indicating
that they do not have all the factors (skills, structures,
processes, and organizational culture) to promote and use
research results in decision-making. The lower capacity to
’adapt’ and ’apply’ evidence may be related to low develop-
ment of exchange process with external experts. Governance is
joined between managers of the departments with technical
bodies; the service provision occurs to attend internal and
external demands; financing is public or utilizing public
research calls. The implementation barriers described are the
staff turnover, inadequate funding arragements for develop
knowledge translation products, paid access to evidence
databases, lack of a repository for their production, and lack
of monitoring and evaluation. Brazil has improved in the
institutionalization of evidence-informed policy but still some
important barriers to achieve a complete national knowledge
translation platform.
Key messages:
� Brazil has institutionalized evidence-informed policy from

the structuring of EVIPNet Brazil Network.
� To achieve the network sustainability, it is vital to consider

the alignment of organizational elements with an emphasis
on governance, financing, and its monitoring.

Personas of young adults and substance use
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Background:
To develop targeted interventions for (young) adults who use
drugs, developers need a better understanding of how different
subgroups engage with substances. Personas - archetypes
describing distinct patterns of goals, attitudes and behaviours
of subgroups - may contribute to this understanding. No
substance use-related personas have yet been developed. The
purpose of this project was to develop evidence-based personas
of young adults, based on their involvement with alcohol and
drugs.
Methods:
Data was collected among young adults (18-25 yrs) through
in-depth interviews (N = 43) and a questionnaire (N = 4182).
The questionnaire was based on the insights from the
interviews. Participants answered questions about their
experiences and intentions with substance use, expectations,
descriptive norm and intention to quit. For developing
personas from the quantitative and qualitative dataset, we
combined Goodwin’s methods for persona development with
latent class analyses.
Preliminary Results:
Ten personas are distinguished: a non-user, moderate alcohol
user (no drugs), social bingedrinker without druguse inten-
tions, social bingedrinker with druguse intentions, drug-
starter, drug-stopper, stimulant-user, hallucinogens-user,
coping user and actual quitter. Each persona has a detailed
profile that describes their distinct pattern, supported with
illustrative quotes from the interviews.
Conclusions:
The personas lead to a better understanding of different
perceptions and experiences of young adults regarding
substances. Currently, the personas are presented among
professionals working with the target group in order to
validate the personas and to determine suitable health
promoting strategies for each persona. Eventually, the personas
will be used to improve the development and implementation

of interventions that aim to reduce (risks associated with)
substance use.
Key messages:
� The developed personas provide a better understanding of

the perceptions and experiences of young adults and their
involvement with substances.
� In the current phase of the project, health care professionals

are involved, matching health promoting interventions and
communication strategies to each persona.

Theme cities for health: are they the superior Healthy
Cities?

Evelyne De Leeuw
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Since the early 1980s we have witnessed a proliferation of
’Theme Cities’ with the WHO ’Healthy Cities’ networks a very
early adopter, together with local government initiatives that
focused on environmental health and sustainability. These days
such networks range very broadly, from Citta Slow and Child-
Friendly Cities to sustainable, resilient, festival, happy, garden,
winter, safe, inclusive and many more theme-centered
international networks of local governments and communities.
We undertook a political analysis of the extent to which these
networks formally recognise and address the drivers of
inequity in societies around the world, and to which extent
they are ready to act truly glocally. We found that ’Sustainable
Cities’ rank highly, with WHO/EURO and PAHO style
’Healthy Cities’ a close second. ’Transition Towns and
Communities’ are in a category of their own and can be
considered a potentially important political voice for glocal
health equity.
Key messages:
� Healthy Cities are Theme Cities - but not all do well to

promote health equity.
� Sustainability and health (as per the SDGs) have enormous

glocal health potential.

Patient and Public Involvement in health research:
evidence on the practice of participant selection

Jonas Lander
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Background:
Research on Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) largely
focusses on its aims and methods. Aspects regarding who
participates in PPI are largely overlooked, though they may
impact considerably on the planning, process and outcomes:
who exactly are ’patients and public’ in PPI? How are
participants selected and why? Are and should participants
be representative? Our objective was to explore respective
practices and perceptions to inform future PPI.
Methods:
We conducted a systematic database search to select published
PPI in medical and health research. Authors of included
publications (n = 315) were addressed via an electronic survey,
closed and open responses were assessed using descriptive
statistics and thematic content evaluation.
Results:
Respondents (40%) reported to have recruited a broad
spectrum of participants, often including more than one
specific group (56%), e.g. publics with and without topic-wise
experience. There were only little differences with respect to
selecting participants for different involvement aims and using
different recruiting methods. Representativeness was often
seen as a crucial recruiting objective (71%), while many
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